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Abstrat

The paper gives a survey on the state of the art of

omplex mission performane at UBM. It shows the

interation between the upper deision and planning

modules and the experts speialized for loomotion and

pereption. The senario of a omplex mission on road

networks inluding a turn-o� maneuver is hosen to

illustrate the overall ontrol and information ow.
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1 Introdution

Sine nearly two deades autonomous systems are a

topi of intense researh all around the world. Count-

less approahes have been developed and abandoned

over the years. As one of the pioneers of the very

�rst hour, UBM has onentrated its e�orts on the

development of vision systems for the interpretation

of video streams in real-time (25Hz). The 4-D ap-

proah to dynami mahine vision developed in the

mid 80ies has proved its superior performane over

the years in various appliations. With the latest gen-

eration implementation, the Expetation-based Multi-

foal Saadi Vision (EMS-Vision) system, the basis

for a new level of performane has been set. In on-

trary to former implementations, mostly working with

stati on�gurations and optimized for spei� tasks

or domains, EMS-Vision is a exible system, whih

is able to on�gure itself dynamially during opera-

tion depending on the atual situation. The expliit

representation of the system's apabilities allows the

diret ativation of spei� apabilities just in time

when needed. Speial deision units responsible for

di�erent funtions assign tasks to speialized experts

and supervise their ations. While in [1℄ a survey

of the EMS-Vision system arhiteture is given, in

this paper the ontrol and information ow between

the deision units and the experts for pereption and

loomotion is shown in detail.

2 Stati Bakground Knowledge

In order to ahieve goal-oriented and responsible

behavior in omplex environments, an expetation

based autonomous vehile needs bakground

knowledge about this environment. Knowledge

an be divided into a stati part, onstant during

at least one mission, and the dynami part aquired

during mission performane. The dynami knowledge

aumulated by the EMS-Vision system has been

presented by Gregor et al. [1℄. In the following

setion the general struture of the stati bakground

knowledge used for mission planning is desribed. The

Mission Expert for autonomous road vehile guidane

developed at UBM uses three stati knowledge bases:

1. digital maps for road networks and

2. for stati objets beside the road used as land-

marks as well as
3. a statistial knowledge base about the

performane of the own apabilities.

The road map onsists of three layers:

The base layer desribes the topology of the road

network. The road network itself is divided into

node point elements (like intersetions, entranes

and exits) and the onneting roads. This layer

also ontains a vetorized desription of the roads

and the position of the road elements in a WGS84

oordinate system.
The medium layer represents the loomotion-

spei� data ontent of the knowledge base.

Besides speifying the road type (domain),

additional information like the number of lanes,

driving restritions or maximal veloity are

stored here.



The top layer represents the pereption-spei�

data ontent of the knowledge base. It serves

as the link between the road map and the

road models in the objet model database of

EMS-Vision used for pereption (see [2℄). In

ombination with data from the lower layers it

provides information for the instantiation and

initialization of hypotheses for road objets.

Additionally, referenes to objets ontained in

the landmark map visible from this road element

are given.

The landmark map ontains data about stati objets

in the world. A generi model is used to desribe

objet geometry. The map entry for an objet ontains

a referene to the 4D model used for pereiving this

objet; for the initialization of this model a set of

geometri parameters, photometri properties and the

position of the objet in the WGS84 oordinate system

are given.

The third stati knowledge base ontains information

about the own vehile. On the one side, stati infor-

mation about the vehile's geometry and performane

limitations are stored. On the other side, it ontains

statistial data about the probability of suess for

omplex apabilities implemented. Due to their vary-

ing omplexity not all apabilities an be performed

with equal eÆieny and safety. For safety reasons it

might be neessary to exlude the use of not always

suessful apabilities during ritial parts of missions.

At the moment, the ontent of this database is limited

to loomotion apabilities.

3 Deision units

One of the most signi�ant di�erenes between the

EMS-Vision system design and its predeessors is that

a hierarhy of deision units (DUs), eah speialized

for a �eld of funtions, is responsible for task assign-

ment to speialized experts and for supervision and

ontrol of expert behaviors. For optimal resoure ex-

ploitation, experts are started by the DUs through the

System Control module just in time when needed

and may be terminated after task ompletion. Three

DUs have been designed and partially implemented at

the moment, but the ontrol strutures used by the

DUs have already been ompleted:

Behavior Deision for Gaze and Attention

(BDGA) on the one side is responsible for task

assignment to speialized Pereption Experts

(PEs). On the other side, it alulates optimal

gaze strategies to keep the most important

objets in the �eld of view (for detailed

information see [3℄).

Behavior Deision for Loomotion (BDL) is

responsible for vehile ontrol. Given omplex

task desriptions, e.g. \Turn right at intersetion

1 onto rossroad 2", (BDL) realizes this task

by sequentially performing several low-level

loomotion maneuvers.
Central Deision (CD) resides on the top level of

the hierarhy with highest authority for deision.

If no autonomous driving mission is atually

spei�ed by the human operator, CD may deide

autonomously, whether a stationary observation

mission or an o�-line data proessing for model-

re�nement and map update shall be performed.

During mission performane it supervises the

ations of BDL and BDGA.

For onit avoidane, tasks are ranked aording to

their relevane for the system. Minor onits within

the �eld of funtions of BDL and BDGA are diretly

solved there. Conits between BDL and BDGA or on-

its that annot be solved under given onstraints are

announed to CD. CD then may vary the onstraints and

leave onit solution to BDL and BDGA, or determine

and ommand a solution diretly.

The following setion desribes the interation

between the pereption experts, the DUs and the

Mission Expert.

4 Control Flow

In the EMS-Vision system, objet hypotheses

an be generated by di�erent modules. For

performing a turn-o� maneuver within a road

network, the hypotheses for the aording road

elements representing intersetion and rossroad

are instantiated by the Mission Expert. Therefore,

instanes of the aording objets are inserted into the

sene tree and initialized. The initialization ontains

both relative position to the ego vehile, determined

by the Mission Expert, and road geometry parameters

ontained in the road map. The instantiation of a

new objet for pereption triggers BDGA to assign the

pereption task to one of the pereption modules

speialized for the aording objet lass. Considering

all objets with visible features in the sene tree,

the BDGA module has to alulate an optimal gaze

strategy for the pereption of these objets. As a

matter of fat, with multiple objets to be pereived

in parallel, the requirements onerning gaze diretion

for all objets may onit. In order to solve these

onits, a relevane value is assigned to eah objet.

The relevane of an objet itself depends on the tasks

that atually are performed or that are planned to

be performed. The experts speialized for ations



assign the relevane value to the objets they need

for task performane, e.g. for BDL the own road is

relevant for loomotion, while pereption modules

only aumulate data about these objets. This

already gives a good relation between the relevane of

objets for the same kinds of tasks. Additionally, the

relevane of di�erent tasks for the omplete system

has to be onsidered. Therefore, di�erent relevane

ranges are alloated for di�erent kinds of tasks.

Within the system-wide relevane sale all objets an

be ompared diretly. This overall relevane range is

divided into several parts, the relevane lasses. Eah

expert is limited to a ertain relevane lass aording

to the relevane of the task performed. During opera-

tion, the relevane lass of an objet may hange dy-

namially, if another expert needs this objet for task

performane. An example may explain the mehanism

in detail: before a turn-o� maneuver, multiple objets

may be pereived in parallel. While approahing an

intersetion with multiple branhes, at least the own

road and one rossroad have to be pereived. How-

ever, additional rossroadsmay be useful as landmarks

and therefore reognized for navigation purposes. The

relevane lasses of roads used for loomotion are set

by BDL, those of the landmarks by the Mission Ex-

pert. Near by the intersetion, only one rossroad

an be foussed with the appropriate amera. As

loomotion is more important than loalization, the

relevane range of BDL is ranked higher, so that BDGA

an determine easily appropriate gaze maneuvers to

fous on the most important rossroad. If the reogni-

tion of the rossroad onto whih the turn-o� maneuver

shall be performed fails, an alternative behavior has

to be generated and performed by BDL. Besides a stop,

a turn-o� maneuver to another rossroad, previously

used as landmark only, may be hosen. BDL inreases

the relevane lass of this rossroad and hene it will

be attention-foussed by BDGA.

5 Mission planning

The �rst step of a omplex driving mission is the

planning phase. CD generates a planning order to

the Mission Planning expert (MP) ontaining travel

destination and temporal aspets like desired arrival

time. The Mission Planning expert, evaluating the

stati bakground knowledge bases, omputes several

routes to the destination point using di�erent riteria

for route optimization. After the planning phase, the

relevant information on the planned routes, ontaining

duration, start- and �nal-time, route length and the

required apabilities, are sent bak to CD, whih then

may hoose one of these or restart the planning with

hanged parameters. The hosen route is onverted

into a task list, the mission plan.

6 Mission plan

The mission plan ontains all planned tasks for per-

eption and loomotion during one mission. In gen-

eral, it is organized as a sequential list of omplex

tasks, the mission elements (misel). The de�nition

of the mission elements is diretly onneted to the

appropriate maneuvers (see [4℄) for loomotion within

the mission element. The appropriate maneuvers and

their parameters are onstant during one mission ele-

ment. Optionally, mission elements ontain a task list

of variable size for pereption, inluding referenes to

objet data items within the stati knowledge bases

(landmarks and roads).

Task: Follow Road 1

Task: Turn Left

at Intersection 5

onto Road 2

next

next

mission plan

next

road map

misel 2

misel 3

Road 1: data
Road 2: data
.
.
.
.
Intersection 5: data

Figure 1: Referenes to maps

Figure 1 shows a setion of a mission plan, onsisting

of two mission elements. Mission element 2 ontains

one task for loomotion, \Follow Road". The road ob-

jet used as referene for road-following itself is spe-

i�ed as \Road 1". Pereption of \Road 1" is the �rst

planned task for the pereption experts. The mission

elements refer to the entries in the road map for the

expeted road objets. As mission element 3 spei�es

a turn-o� maneuver at \Intersetion 5" onto \Road

2", the pereption of the rossroad \Road 2" already

has to be initiated during mission element 2.

During mission performane, the transition between

mission elements has to be determined by the Mission

Expert. Therefore, several riteria are set for suess-

ful or failed transitions. The riteria may be generated

by ombinations of the following aspets:

1. Temporal aspets: duration of mission element or

absolute point in time.
2. Spatial aspets: overed streth within one mis-

sion element or position relative to a stati objet.

3. Events: pereption of an expeted objet, e.g. a

rossroad.
The parameters for the riteria, e.g. the streth ov-

ered, are dynamially alulated and set during mis-

sion performane by the Mission Expert, onsidering



stati bakground knowledge and dynami ego-state

data.

Task: Follow Road 1

Task: Turn Left

at Intersection 5

onto Road 2

next

next

mission plan
success

Road 2 detected
AND
distance 0 m<

failure

next

Road 2 detected
AND
stretch > x m

not

criteria

misel 2

misel 3

Figure 2: Transition riteria for mission elements

Figure 2 shows as an example, how several aspets are

ombined to determine the transition between mission

elements 2 and 3. The main event, set as riterion

for suessful ompletion of mission element 2, is the

detetion of the expeted rossroad; only then the turn

o� maneuver an be performed and the seond transi-

tion riterion, that the vehile enters the intersetion

(distane � 0m), an be heked. The failure rite-

rion is spei�ed by the distane overed by the vehile

while travelling on Road 1. If this streth exeeds a

ertain value, the vehile must already have passed

by the intersetion without deteting it or the road

map may be obsolete. The exat value is determined

dynamially during mission performane (see setion

7).

If a failure riterion is met, e.g. beause the expeted

rossroad had not been deteted, and thus it is not

possible to ful�ll the original mission plan, this state

is announed to CD. CD then may initiate a replan-

ning. In order to ahieve higher robustness and to have

bakground knowledge for at least the time horizon

neessary for replanning, alternative mission elements

are inserted at node points within the road network,

like at intersetions.

The following setions desribes in detail, how the Mis-

sion Expert interats with the system and evaluates

data to determine atual mission progress.

7 Mission performane

At the beginning of a mission, only oarse informa-

tion about the vehile's position in the world is avail-

able. Using a ommerial C/A-ode GPS-reeiver, the

standard deviation � of the position measurement is

� � 100m. With the ver�ation of the hypothesis,

that the vehile is loated on a road and position

information from the road map, the irular region of

unertainty an be redued to a longitudinal position

unertainty �x along the road. During mission perfor-

mane, the variane of the position estimate may even

inrease aording to the auray of the sensors used

for dead-rekoning.

A redution of the variane an only be ahieved by

loalization relative to landmarks. Therefore, the ob-

jets ontained in the landmark knowledge base or

harateristi road elements, like rossroads or sharp

urves, may be used. The variane of the atual posi-

tion is onsidered by the Mission Expert in two ways:

1. Hypotheses for expeted objets must be instanti-

ated in time to avoid that the vehile has already

passed by.
2. If the pereption of an objet is spei�ed as rite-

rion for transition, the atual variane of position

estimation is used for parameterizing the failure

ondition.

Monitoring the vehile's ations, the Mission Expert

ylially determines the progress within the omplete

mission as well as within the atual mission element

and reports it to CD. As both spatial and temporal as-

pets are onsidered as transition riteria, the Mission

Expert determines progress in spae and time.

0 1

2 3 4

overall mission progress

0 1

progress in mission element 2

misel 1
x

x
0.5

0.38

0 1

2 3 4

overall mission progress

0 1

progress in mission element 2

misel 1
x

x
0.5

0.46

progress in space

progress in time

Figure 3: Monitoring of mission progress

The absolute value of the distane the vehile has

to over during mission is derived from map data.

The expeted duration is alulated onsidering route

length and desired veloity on the route. Progress

is diagrammed on a sale ranging from [0; 1℄. Fig-

ure 3 shows, how atual progress is reported. The

two graphs show atual mission progress in spae and

time for one mission onsisting of 4 mission elements.

The top sale of eah graph shows the overall mission

progress. The atual overall mission progress in spae

of 38%, marked by an x, orresponds to a progress

of 50% within mission element 2. The atual mission

progress in time is shown on the lower graph. The top

sale shows, that atually 46% of the estimated mis-

sion duration have gone by, orresponding to 50% of
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Figure 4: Mission realization using pereptual and behavioral apabilities

the duration of mission element 2. Of ourse, progress

in spae and time within one mission element is equal

for onstant veloity. Due to ertain irumstanes,

the duration of a mission element or the omplete

mission may exeed the estimated value, e.g. beause

the vehile is bloked in a traÆ jam. Thus, progress

in time may exeed the 100% level as well. This

indiates, that external disturbanes might jeopardize

mission suess, and as a onsequene CD an initiate

a replanning or inrease travel speed on free strethes.

Figure 4 shows the ontrol ow during one part of

a omplex driving mission. On the left side, the

real world ontaining physial road objets is shown.

Within the system, a mental world (sene tree)

ontaining mental objets (shown as ellipses) is built

up to represent the real world. While following a

road, the vehile will approah an intersetion with

one rossroad to the left. At this intersetion, the

vehile shall turn left onto the rossroad. On the

right hand side of �g. 4, the orresponding part of the

mission plan is shown. While performing the mission,

the information in the mission elements and the

referenes to bakground knowledge are evaluated by

the Mission Expert to instantiate objet hypotheses

for the road elements relevant for loomotion and

navigation. Starting with mission element 2, \Follow

Road", the Mission Expert inserts an objet of lass

\CFixedRoad" (ID = 1) into the sene tree and

direts the referenes for mission element 2 to this

objet. This triggers BDGA to ativate a pereption

expert for this task. BDL evaluates estimation

data on \Road 1" aumulated by the pereption

expert for performing road-following. One neessary

ondition for the transition to mission element 4 is

the pereption of rossroad 2. Thus, at a ertain

distane from the intersetion, but still within mission

element 2, the Mission Expert initiates the pereption

of rossroad 2 by inserting additional objets for

intersetion 5 and rossroad 2. In order to prepare

the system for the alternative mission element 5, an

additional objet for the seond branh (ID = 3)

is instantiated, too. BDL starts two behavioral

apabilities for loomotion in parallel:

1. The apability \turning-o�" is started in the a-

tive mode. It has the priority to overrule the

atual apability \road-following" at any time.

While approahing the intersetion, it ylially

omputes feed-forward ontrol variables for the

turning-o� maneuver. At the optimal distane to

the intersetion it takes over vehile ontrol from

the ative apability \road-following".
2. The apability \road-following" for the alterna-

tive mission element is started with lowest pri-

ority in a passive mode. Only if the transition

to mission element 4 fails, this apability may be

diretly ativated by BDL.

For detailed information about loomotion see [4℄.

The following setion presents experimental results of

a turning-o� maneuver performed with the test vehile

VaMoRs on a ampus road of UBM.

8 Results

Figures 5 and 6 show data generated by the mission

expert during one mission over system time. The top

graph in �g. 5 shows the atual mission elements:

beginning with mission element \Follow Road" the

vehile \Turns left" onto the rossroad, follows the

rossroad and �nally stops.
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Figure 5: Complex driving mission

The enter graph shows the saled progress in time

for eah mission element, the bottom graph shows the

orresponding progress in spae.
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Figure 6: Estimation data

Figure 6 shows the distane dx to the next mission el-

ement and its standard deviation �x estimated by the

mission expert. In the �rst mission element \Follow

Road", the pereption of a rossroad is spei�ed as

riterion for transition to mission element \Turn left".

While approahing the intersetion without pereiving

the rossroad, position is estimated using solely odom-

etry as sensor input. Thus, the value for �x � 100m

is slightly inreasing from its initial one aording to

the auray of the odometri sensor. After deteting

the intersetion, the road expert delivers estimation

data for egostate relative to the intersetion. These

data are used ontinuously by the mission expert for

a more aurate estimation of dx and �x, indiated by

the signi�ant step in both graphs at point A. Please

note, that at point B the sale for graph 2 in �g. 6

is inreased by a fator of 100 for better resolution.

By reahing the intersetion (dx = 0), the transition

to the next mission element is performed at point C.

Due to the high position unertainty within the �rst

mission element, it is �nished at a saled progress in

spae of � 70% and, due to a delayed mission start,

at a saled progress in time of � 160%. After entering

the intersetion, again solely the odometri sensor is

used for position estimation and thus �x inreases

again. At point D the turn o� maneuver has been

�nished and the next mission element, \Follow Road",

is ativated. In this mission element, the vehile has to

over a distane of 20m. At point E the saled mission

progress in spae has reahed 100% and the mission

is terminated by the transition to mission element

\Stop".

9 Conlusions and outlook

EMS-Vision, the latest generation implementation of

UBM vision systems based on the 4D approah has

been presented. It onstitutes a powerful basis for

reahing levels of performane for autonomous vehiles

unknown up to now. The priniple apabilities for

turning-o� maneuvers, demonstrated �rst by [5℄, have

been reimplemented and integrated into a omplex

ontrol ow sheme. The approah has been veri�ed

with tests on the UBM testtrak with a modernized

version of VaMoRs. Besides the extension of speial-

ized apabilities, future work will onentrate on the

expansion of the deision units used to ativate the

growing number of apabilities implemented.
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